
SuperStructure’s new 4” framing system for 
mounting FABrics & Vinyl with a full graphic 
face. Our verstaile FAB frame, the 4” can be a 
single sided billboard, a single sided lightbox 
(with/without a second non lit face on the rear) 
or a double sided billboard...only 4” in depth! 
Lightbox options are internally lit by T5 lighting!

Sleek anodized aluminum frames are simple to 
assemble and update graphics. A push in and 
pull out tab easily installs and changes the 
“wrinkle free” graphics with no pockets or 
tensioning rods to deal with.  A tool free 
graphic change out.

Custom made to your specifications. FAB 4” 
frames are available as wall mounted, 
suspended or freestanding units.

FAB 4” LIGHTBOX
SINGLE OR 2 SIDEDSUPERSTRUCTURE VISUAL SOLUTIONS

www.superstructure.com

This one gets a bit confusing I find to describe...it can be a 
single sided lightbox, a single sided bb, a ss lightbox with a 
ss bb on the back or a ds bb!!! We don’t have enough pics to 
separate it yet...but when we get enough, perhaps we 
should break it up. The suspended 10x14’s on the sheet are 
non rearlit ds bb.

My kick at the text is as follows:

SuperStructure’s new 4” framing system for mounting 
FABrics & Vinyl with a full graphic face. Our most verstaile 
FAB frame, the 4” can be a single sided billboard, a single 
sided lightbox (with/without a second non lit face on the 
rear) or a double sided billboard...all only 4” in depth! 
Lightbox options are internally lit by T5 lighting!
Sleek anodized aluminum frames are simple to assemble 
and update graphics. A push in and pull out tab easily 
installs and changes the “wrinkle free” graphics with no 
pockets or tensioning rods to deal with.  A tool free 
graphic change out.
Custom made to your specifications. FAB 4” frames are 
available as wall mounted, suspended or freestanding 
units.

Let me know your thoughts...Ryan is chomping at the bit to 
get these out to his clients...so if there is any way you can 
update the verbage today, we’d really appreciate it.

Love
M

Call today for a quote.
1.888.595.1643


